Public Reporting Guidelines
Guidance on suggested metrics and methodology for public disclosure
on use of soy within a retail supply chain.
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Context
As part of their commitment to the Retail Soy Group (RSG)’s terms of reference, the RSG
members have agreed to publicly report on their soy footprint as a way of demonstrating their
progress towards the group’s aims.
These public reporting guidelines lay out a set of standardised metrics that RSG members can
use to publicly disclose their soy footprint in a way that is consistent with other members.
These reporting guidelines are not mandatory, and merely seek to ensure the consistency of
metrics that retailers share if they decide to publicly disclose their information.
The metrics laid out below cover the recommendations for retail disclosure laid down by the
Accountability Framework Initiative (AFI). The definition for deforestation-free within the
guidelines is in line with the AFI definition, covering both deforestation and land conversion.

Scope of disclosure
The AFI recommendations for retail disclosure call for information on two groups – ‘protein
producers’ and ‘other suppliers’.
Due to the variation in the scope of member’s policies around the inclusion of these ‘other’
suppliers, it is important for transparency of public reporting that this is communicated in a clear
and consistent way.
In line with this the scope of public disclosure should as a minimum cover tiers 2 and 3 of the CGF
soy ladder – that is all raw meat, eggs and dairy. Disclosure of tier 4a and 4b – meats, eggs and
dairy in processed food products – is optional, and is up to the reporting company to determine
the scope.
Below is a suggested categorisation for easy identification of what elements of tiers 4a and 4b are
included in a public disclosure, with terminology that is clear and easily understandable to
people outside of the retail industry:
Scope for ingredients
Ingredient
Meat
Seafood
Milk
Cheese
Other dairy (e.g. cream, yoghurt)
Egg
Powders (e.g. milk, eggs, meat)
Offal (e.g. liver, kidney)
Meat/fish stocks

Included in scope
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

Commonly excluded
Ingredient
Gelatine
Pre-mixes (e.g. egg in a
batter)
Embedded protein (milk
in bought in chocolate)
Pet food
Alcoholic drinks
Fish sauce

Included in scope
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
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Metrics
Acknowledging that not all members are in the same position to disclose the same levels of
information (whether due to data available, or approval to share this data externally), the below
metrics are split into two types:
•
•

Standard disclosure (S) – These are the baseline metrics, which should be available for all
members, but only meet some of the requirements of the AFI recommendations.
Optional (O) – These include more detailed breakdowns of the total soy footprint, and
inclusion of information on importers present within the supply chain. This level of
disclosure meets the AFI recommendations.

Type
Metric
General
S
Total soy footprint Fresh proteins
O
Total soy footprint Ingredients
S
Split of footprint by
protein type
Certification
S
Total certified to a
deforestation-free
standard
O
Level of certification
Origin
S
S
O
O

Total soy linked to an
origin
High risk origin
Split of footprint by
origin
Level of certification
by origin

Importer
S
Total soy linked back
to an importer
O
Importers present
within supply chain
O
Split of footprint by
importer

Unit

Additional information

tonnes
tonnes
%

%

%

A definition for ingredients scope should be included.
Suggested categorisation in scope section.
Categories: Poultry, Pork, Dairy, Eggs, Beef, Lamb,
Seafood, Other.
The standards deemed to be acceptable should be
disclosed for transparency, along with whether volumes
from ‘low risk’ regions are included.
Categories: Physical, Credits/Certificated, Low risk
origin, Not certified.

%
%
%
%

From South America, not covered by certification.
Categories: South America, North America, Europe, Asia,
Unknown/Multi origin.
Proportion of the total from each sourcing region that is
covered by certification. Categories: South America,
North America, Europe, Asia, Unknown/Multi origin.

%
-

List of the importers that appear in your supply chain.

%

Any unknown volumes to be recorded as ‘Not yet
attributable’
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Example of reporting
Below are two illustrative examples of how these metrics can be disclosed publicly, one with the
standard disclosure and one with optional disclosure.

STANDARD:

ACME INC.
As part of ACME’s target to achieve zero deforestation by 2025, we have committed to measure and publish
our progress towards our sustainable soy targets for all of the whole meat, fish, eggs and dairy we sell in our
stores. Of the total soy embedded in the products that we sold in 2019, 10% was certified to a deforestation
free standard, through either RTRS, ProTerra or Danube Soya schemes.
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OPTIONAL:

ACME INC.
As part of ACME’s target to achieve zero deforestation by 2025, we have committed to measure and publish
our progress towards our sustainable soy targets. This covers all of the meat, fish, eggs, milk, cheese and
other dairy we sell in our stores, including those used as ingredients in our ACME branded products.
Of the total soy embedded in the products that we sold in 2019, 10% was certified to a deforestation free
standard, through either RTRS, ProTerra or Danube Soya schemes.

Origin

Importer
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